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The President’s Says
Spring is upon us and the Wildflowers are coming out. Now is the time to be outdoors.
Welcome to new leaders Vivien de Remy de Courcelles and Helen Lalas.
Vivien has a carbon neutral walk on Saturday 31 October from Waterfall to Engadine through Royal National Park and
Helen will lead a Tuesday morning walk on 29 September from The Spit to Manly. The harbour is always a delight.
See the short notice page on the web site for details.
Let’s give them our support.
Did you know that we now have over 40 paddlers in the club?
Have boat / want to know more? Then contact Patrick McNaught at pmcnaught@optusnet.com.au
Those who wish to join me as the Admiral on the Kangaroo River on the October long weekend should arrange a
kayak, without delay from Kangaroo Valley Canoes if you do not have a boat.
The ‘Tiggers’, our 20-30s members, are now 90 strong and have a page on the web site under About Us.
Our new walkers supported the 6Ft track in a day and did it in style. See latest news on web site for a report.
The speedsters on the K2K were home in 10.5 hrs. Now that’s quick!
A splendid effort from our first time walkers Marcia Kaye ,Sandra See, Barbara Ertz and Rod Wales in walking this
challenging terrain in just over 12 hours.
The Web Team is putting the finishing touches to the use of Picasa for members to upload photos with a link back to
our web site where we can see them. This will provide members with a much improved service. Karl will shortly put
out a “How to”.
The 8th of January is the departure date for David Trinder’s Tasmanian Overland Track adventure. A marvellous
introduction to the mountains of the Apple Isle. More information out shortly. And so too for David’s post Christmas
week at a ski lodge in the Snowy Mountains. Always very popular so early booking advised.
See you on the track or the water.
Ron

Editor’s Note
Hi all,
Hope you have been out enjoying this beautiful weather, it really is a great time of year to be out and about.
I would like to take this chance to talk about some of the volunteers who make this club to great.
We have our committee and leaders, we know who they are, we know what they do.
But there are some unsung heroes out there, and I would like to acknowledge them.
People like Skye O'Donnell, who provided support on both the Six Foot Track and the K2K; and Caro Ryan, Sue
Bucknell and Philip Worledge who also provided K2K support. These events would not be possible without your
support.
Many people contribute freely to the club of their time and energies in different ways, we thank you all.
If you feel like you can help out in some way, contact Ron or the appropriate committee member. The more, the
merrier!
Melinda (editor@sbw.org.au)

Please welcome the following new full members
Lisa McCarthy
Rod Wales
Mark Bebbington
Helen Lalas
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From the Committee Room
A summary of proceedings at the Committee Meeting on 2nd September 2009.
The meeting opened at 7pm with 6 members present and 6 absent with apologies.
•

The Minutes for the August meeting were confirmed

Matters arising from the Minutes:
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Advertising on SBW website: The Committee agreed to obtain advertising quotes and guidelines.
Collating: The Committee agreed to obtain quotes to outsource the printing, collating and posting of the
club magazine. Some members have been collating for 30 years.
Correspondence: The Committee agreed to donate $200 to the Wilderness Society. Kenn Clacher has
passed the abseiling equipment to Patrick James. Patrick James informed the Committee that the request
to Dept of Lands for re-evaluation of Coolana had been denied.
Treasurer’s Report: Approved for payment: Roger Treagus $280, Brian Surin (postage) $169.40, Kathy
Gero $79.35, Brian Holden $79.50, KNC $300, Don Finch (Coolana maintenance) $883.74, Ron Watters
$18.90, Wilderness Society $200, Ken Clacher $104.88, Ana Brandau $30
Walks Secretary Report: Caro Ryan’s Erskine Creek walk and Glen Draper’s Nattai River walks were
upgraded to Q status.
Leader Development: Agreed that Tony would continue to encourage full members to become leaders
and David Trinder would liaise with prospective members. The Committee agreed that there was also a
need for regular navigation courses for all members. Advanced notice of navigation weekends will be put
on the programme.
New Full Members: Helen Lalas, Mark Bebbington, Rod Wales, Lisa McCarthy.
Support arrangement for New Members Secretary: Agreed that Jodie requires the assistance of two
other members to help the database and website.
Electronic communications: A team of moderators has been formed (Karl Miller, Ron Watters and
Patrick McNaught) to ensure acceptable content of emails before they are forwarded to members through
Google Groups.
Photographs for the website: Agreed that photographs will be uploaded using Picasa. This will save
space on the SBW website as the photos will be stored on Picasa’s server.
Helen MacDonald

Membership Renewal Reminder
Have you paid your annual subscription? If not, please do so.
If you have not received a ‘Notice of Subscriptions Due’ please contact Brian Holden.
His contact details are: jholden6@bigpond.com.

Andrew Vilder's reflections of the Six Foot Track
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National Parks slated for development
If society is ever to reach ecological sustainability, then the protection of our national parks for nature must come
before society’s desire for private coastal eco-resorts, glamour camping, motor sport rallies and blood sport with dogs,
bows and arrows and bullets.
This is no joke. Ms Sally Barnes, head of National Parks and Wildlife, believes that it is time “for a paradigm shift”
toward the construction of commercial facilities inside national parks (State parks to be opened to tourism Sun-Herald,
6/9/09). The NPWS believes that national park development is essential to grow its revenue base for future park
acquisition and conservation.
This pipe-dream of green-wash spin would see park development benefit resort owners most, and reduce the benefit
of tourism to local communities. It will not grow revenue for the NPWS as the cost to park management is being
ignored. For example, $4.8 million will be spent on infrastructure in Kosciuszko National Park in this year in an attempt
to prop up tourism there.
Our national parks today confront the biggest attack on their nature conservation principles since the National Parks
and Wildlife Act was gazetted in 1968.
Park staff and resources have been diverted to tourism. A consultant, one who was responsible in 2008 for Kakadu’s
tourism development plan and which covered part of that park’s former wilderness zone, will soon release a tourism
development strategy for NSW national parks.
The new laws that could cut protection for our national parks are yet to emerge. But the Taskforce on Tourism and
National Parks plans already have been adopted by the NSW Government for developer friendly leasing
arrangements in our parks, identification of ‘investor ready’ sites and even the commercialisation of wilderness areas.
So far five accommodation development proposals for coastal parks have emerged, including one for Arakoon. More
are being planned to pick the eyes out of our best loved parks, including Ben Boyd and Mimosa Rock National Parks
on the far south coast of NSW.
National Parks must not be ruined by political deals or fast buck schemes. The NSW Government, with already
tarnished credentials, would suffer further heavy losses in key marginal seats from green voters if it further
consummates its relationship with the gun lobby or encourages more national park developments.
A series of public meetings have been held protesting the planned weakening of national park laws and the expansion
of commercial tourism development, and in particular the construction of new accommodation facilities inside national
parks.
Our parks must remain protected for nature, forever. The entire concept of development parks for revenue raising
opportunities has not been thought through, just like concept planning and the Part 3A changes to our planning laws
were not thought through. Current visitor data shows that more and more people visiting national parks each year.
These people are voting with their feet. They want basic, well-kept park facilities and pristine parks, not glamour
camping and commercial use.
Keith Muir
Colong Foundation

(Editor’s note: Our Conservation Secretary, Maureen Carter is away at the moment so I have once again looked to the Colong Foundation
for help on conservation issues. Please have a look at their website and see if there is any thing there which may be of interest to you.)
3.

Nattai Valley Walk

Chris Birch and Glenn Draper
at the morning tea spot

Emmetts camp kitchen

Yvonne Brading, Stephen Brading, Chris Birch and Janina Grzazek
th
who is a prospective member met on Saturday 28 August in the
sleepy hamlet of Hill Top in the Southern Highlands. We then made
our way to the car park at the end of Wattle Ridge Road and had a
brief discussion about the walk for that day. Here we met 3 members
of the Southern Highlands Bushwalking Club that I also belong to.
They were off on a day walk to Wanganderry Creek downstream on
the Nattai River from where we would be camping. Then came the
5km fire trail bash that is needed to get to Troy’s Creek trail. This fire
trail is much the same as any fire trail with nothing of interest along
the way except there is an old very overgrown bulldozed track that I
had passed a number of times. This track as not been on any map
that I have seen and I have always wondered if this track went
anywhere. Taking the opportunity to investigate we headed out
along what turned out to be a dead-end. I had hoped that it might
have been a way of reaching the Nattai Valley but it was not to be.
We then regained the main track and followed it a little way till the
junction of the main track and Troy’s Creek Trail. The weather was a
real mixed bag with some rain and later in the afternoon it got very
humid.
At this point there was a car park that a few members will remember
using in the past. An army soldier bulldozed Troy’s Creek Trail I
have been told after the war. He started farming on what is now
called Emmett’s flat on the Nattai River. This area was not a
National Park back then but was still Crown Land. I have no
information on how long he was able to farm in the area. The track is
now returning back to nature and gets more and more over grown
every time I walk it. But bushwalkers are keeping it open for the
most part. It’s a very pretty way down to the Nattai with a good
source of water half way down. The track ends at a clearing where
the old soldier kept his bulldozer and other vehicles. Just below are
the remains of the farmhouse or shack. There are a few sheets of
roofing iron and parts of old furniture lying around. The most
interesting thing left is an old World War 2 vintage army surplus field
kitchen. The campsite that I had chosen was a short distance away
from here. There we met 3 ladies who had come down Starlights
track for an overnight camp. We then set up camp and collected
water for the night out of Troy creek, which is very clean and can be
drunk untreated with no ill affect, unlike the Nattai River which flows
pass a sewerage treatment plant up river. Having arrived early we
went and explored McArthurs Flat across the river. I have never had
the opportunity to look around that side of the river before. It turned
out that it is not a bad campsite at all. It had a great view of Ahearns
Lookout above the valley.
Back at camp we settled in for the night. We received more patches
of rain over night, and I was woken up by it twice. The dawn,
however, was clear but very windy.
After breaking camp we headed up Starlights Track which I have
been told by the locals, was not named after the bushranger of the
same name but was a cattle duffer’s track.

Ahearn Lookout from
McArthurs Flat

At the top of the track we headed out to Ahearns lookout to have a
look at the wonderful views. Along the way Yerranderie Peak, Mount
Colong and the Axehead range can be seen in the distance.
Ahearns also gives you great views of the Nattai Valley, Russells
Needle can clearly seen with Mount Jellore behind it. After taking in
the view we returned to the cars without incident.
Glenn Draper
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Muogamarra Nature Reserve - 16 August 2009
By Nigel Weaver
Muogamarra Nature Reserve is an area near Cowan on the northern outskirts of
Sydney. The Reserve is bounded by the Newcastle expressway on the eastern side,
the Hawkesbury River on the northern side, Berowra Creek to the west, and the
Berowra suburban area to the south. The Reserve has been set aside as an area for
botanical studies and research. It is only open to the public on six weekends each
year, which are the last three weekends of August and the first three weekends of
September. This period coincides with the peak wildflower season. As you would
expect at this time, the reserve is flooded wonderful displays of pink boronia and
eriostemon, as well as many flowers of yellow, white and red. There are also some
magnificent stands of waratahs.
The club had a walk in the Reserve on Sunday 16 August. This walk is all about
great views, for there are many to be had! There were nine people on the walk,
which was held on a fine and sunny day. To get underway, we drove to park
headquarters, which is located on top of a ridge which is the highest point of the park.
From there we walked the short distance to Tipper's Lookout, which
gives
spectacular views down to the Hawkesbury River, Brooklyn, and the railway
Jill Kaye, Jan Dormor, and Janina
Grzazek make their way through bridge. After this we walked via a mix of foot tracks and fire trails to a high spur
the bush high on the clifftops located south-east of park headquarters. It was a great place for a morning tea
above Hawkesbury River.
stop, providing more panoramic clifftop views down to the river.
We then made our way to a group of aboriginal carvings, which includes a rare drawing of a koala. We then headed to
Deerubbun Lookout at the northern end of the Reserve, high on the clifftops overlooking Hawkesbury River near
Peats Ferry. The lookout offers further wonderful views of the river, this time looking northwards upriver towards
Milson's Passage and across to Popran National Park with its many rugged hills. We then made our way to Lloyd's
Trig, for more great views, this time northwards to Hawkesbury River and westward to Berowra Creek. From there we
took a track and firetrail down into Peat's Crater, an old abandoned farming area located on rich volcanic soil. There
are kangaroos that live in this area, but we did not see any this time. After a brief visit we took the steep foot track that
wends its way up to the lookout at Point Loop for - you guessed it - more great views. The views from here
are westward out to the mouth of Berowra Creek, and you can clearly see Bar Island, which was an old trading post in
the 1800s. Point Loop is an excellent spot for an afternoon break! Finally we did the level walk on a foot track that
took us back to park headquarters to finish the walk.
It was a great day, full of spectacular views, and full of great displays of delightful wildflowers. For those interested in
visiting this lovely Nature Reserve, it's worth mentally noting the six weekends each year that it is open to the public.
As a reminder, it is open on the last three weekends of August and the first three weekends of September. Enjoy your
next visit to this wonderful area!

The view from Lloyds Trig, showing Hawkesbury River
in the background, and Mt Wondabyne on the horizon.
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21st K2K in a Day / 5th Sept 2009
For the uninitiated the K2K is the iconic, must do, 3 day walk from Kanangra Walls to Katoomba (Narrow Neck locked
gate), covering some 45k and +/-2000m. Held the first w/e in Sept each year, SBW attempts to cover it in a single
day, or specifically in 12 hrs. To do this requires a level of fitness and pace that is well beyond that of the average
bushwalker. That said, walks to build fitness, hill work and pace appear in the winter program, specifically targeted
toward the K2K, so put it in the calendar for next year.
The format includes a camp out at the walls, a 6am start, a mad dash across country and a very pleasant night at a
local hotel for dinner and breakfast the next morning.
Following last year’s inaugural K2C2K, I promised spectacular weather for this year and got it. We had fantastic
views, shame we didn’t have a chance to appreciate them!

Group ready to set off

Following what could best be called a fitful sleep on Friday at the Boyd shelter, we got away promptly and thanks to a
minimum of rest stops, reached Mt Cloudmaker by 9:00. The party plunged down Strongleg to reach the Coxs at
11:30 – 11:40. Here we met Ken Smith, who had walked in overnight from Leura, and would walk out with us (that is
some effort Ken!). 12:00 and the assault on Mt Yellow Dog began, with a promise of lunch at the top. KOM title goes
to Simon, with Mark picking up the “There’s a first time for everything” award for not reaching the top first. All too soon
we set off through the Wild Dog’s, with Clare and Simon charging ahead and the rest of us trying to maintain a 12 hr
schedule. We hit the wall (literally) ascending Mt Derbert and Narrow Neck and many of us were low on water as we
rendezvoused with the support crew who had cycled along NN. The back markers were relieved when their leader,
with the electric cattle prod, headed off along NN to find the rest of the party ahead. Finally they could have a look at
the view and take a pee break!!
Congratulations to everyone and special thanks to Caro, Sue, Philip and Skye on support. A few special celebrations
are required:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not only did we get through without incident but we actually grew by one.
Ken Smith has completed a record 15 K2K. He joined us at the Coxs and finished with David and Melinda,
after starting at 2:30 that morning from Leura. And we thought we were mad!!
We had a total of nine virgins complete their first K2K in a Day, although three of them gave it a good crack
last year on the inaugural K2C2K.
David completed his 14th, at a record age of 70 (under 12 hrs to boot) and is hot on the heels of Ken.
Unbelievable!!
Richard completed this K2K and was at the birth of the K2K, 21 years ago.
Nine of the group went under 12 hours and everyone was home in 12:40
Surely the largest number of ladies (six) to have completed the K2K. Including the support crew, the ratio was
a perfectly even 50/50. Thanks to Caro and Helen for encouraging others to give it a crack.
The King of the Mountain title (KOM), goes to Simon.
The “Out on your Feet” award to Barbara for hitting the wall and pushing on up NN
The “Out on your Back” award to Mark, for taking “rest stop” literally.
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21st K2K in a Day / 5th Sept 2009 cont
•

•
•

The “Mad Dogs and English(wo)men” award to Helen, who wore a heavy Icebreaker all day, while the rest of
us were in quick dry T-Shirts. This award was hotly contested by Mark, who carried his full w/e pack
(complete with fruit cake for the whole party – thanks for that) for the hell of it.
Awesome effort from Simon and Clare to finish in 10:45, nearly an hour ahead of anyone else. Ian still holds
the men's record but I'm pretty sure Clare's is a women's record that will stand for some time.
Fantastic effort from our “newbies” to Tiger Walking. Rod, Barbara, Marcia and Sandra had a b...... tough day
at the office and came through with flying colours. Sorry to push, push all day but you can be very proud of
what you achieved and we are all very pleased for you. Certainly it is a walk you will not forget for some time.
Hopefully we can have a more relaxing time in the bush sometime soon. Might even be able to arrange a
couple of 5 min breaks for you. ☺

Thanks to all that took part and assisted with the w/e. Photos
Karl Miller

Barbara, Sandra, Rod and Marcia at Narrowneck gate
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The Walkers’ Haute Route
By Christine Austin
Craig, Judy and Dave Kelly (bushwalking friends from Canberra) and I decided to walk the Haute Route in September
2008. This involved walking from Chamonix in France to Zermatt in Switzerland. We had been inspired by our friends
David Rostron, Kenn Clacher and Neil Hickson of the Sydney Bushwalkers. Allowing for some rest days, we planned
to take 14 days for the trip. Our guidebook was ‘Chamonix to Zermatt’ by Kev Reynolds.
What to do with our excess luggage (we had bike gear for later on) was our first problem. In Geneva, where Craig
and I were staying, we wandered from tourist bureau to railway station asking questions in bad French. Eventually,
we sent it by train to Zermatt for 20 Swiss francs. Would we see it again? Dave and Judy had a more complicated
issue. They tried to send their gear from Annecy in France to Zermatt but the French railways wanted no part of it.
They resolved the problem by catching a train to Argentière in France, leaving Judy and their packs at Les
Randonneurs, our first night’s accommodation, and Dave catching a train to Martigny in Switzerland. To quote Dave:
“I posted the luggage from Martigny which cost 26 francs. I also had to buy a return ticket from the French border
(Vallorcine) to Martigny - about 15 Euros but it was one of the best train rides I have ever had. The rack line up from
Martigny is a 1 in 5 grade”
What we carried was basically TOO MUCH. We had a full set of thermals, parka and overpants (which we needed
occasionally) but the weather was generally hotter than we expected and the accommodation overheated. Just in
case our luggage did not arrive in Zermatt, we had to carry all our documents. Some of the other walkers we met
laughed heartily at our large packs.
Now back to Les Randonneurs in Argentière – Judy and Dave booked this by phone (Judy speaks good French so
she made all the bookings). From the bedroom window we had a wonderful view of the Mer de Glace. This delightful
hotel supplied the kind of breakfast typical of the whole trip – bread, cheese, tea, coffee and generally cereal and fruit.
The food was quite sustaining for the big climbs ahead of us.
Meanwhile Craig and I caught a bus from Geneva to Chamonix, ate icecreams under the shadow of Mt Blanc and
walked to Argentière. Leaving Argentière the next morning (our first full day’s walking, September 3rd), we purchased
lunch and climbed gradually to Le Tour, with Le Tour glacier hovering above this small village and the Aiguilles
Rouges opposite. Declining the chair lift, (we succumbed later in the trip) we arrived at Col de Balme (2204m).
Grazing peacefully all around us were large cows, their huge bells clanging loudly around their stout necks. From the
Col we could see threatening clouds around Mt Blanc to the south so we quickly ate lunch and began the long descent
to Trient, the first village in Switzerland. It was late in the season but the flowers were still beautiful and despite the
increasing rain we had good views of the Glacier du Trient. Les Relais at Trient was dortoir accommodation shared
with Tour de Mt Blanc walkers. It was fairly noisy, smoky and crowded and the evening meal was enormous.
In the morning the rain looked set to continue so we opted for the Bovine route to Champex rather than via the
Fenêtre d’Arpette. Mist and rain there was, but we could see into the Rhône valley where busy towns contrasted with
the gentle landscape through which we were walking. At Alp Bovine (emergency accommodation only) we ordered
chocolate cake and tea and watched with amusement the warden getting upset by the dog escaping outside despite
the signs asking him to stay inside.
Soon after, we descended towards Champex through sloping pastures and woodlands in increasingly heavy rain.
Just as we reached Champex the sun returned to shine on this delightful town – geraniums in window boxes, the
glistening lake and views from the main street of the Grand Combin. We shared the dortoir that night at Au Club Alpin
with some Americans who were finding the going tough. One had never been on a long walk before, yet the younger
members insisted that they make no compromises such as using public transport. WE had no such problems
wrestling with our consciences! Dinner at Au Club Alpin was fondu, the cheese being from the nearby Val de Bagnes.
The rain had disappeared overnight. It was clear and sparkling as we descended the Val d’Entremont via the village
of Sous la Lé through pastoral country to Sembrancher. Here was another delightful town – colourful window boxes,
potable water troughs in the narrow streets and verdant flower gardens. At Sembrancher we bought baguettes,
cheese and cakes and ate them sitting at the station in the sun, whilst waiting for the Saint Bernard Express to Le
Châble (sadly only 9 minutes in the train). Waiting for us at Le Châble was a bus which climbed steeply to Verbier. At
this huge ski resort, colourful flower boxes adorning every building, we purchased lunches for two days and for 10
francs caught the cable car 900 m up to Les Ruinettes. Here the ambience was rather spoilt by the ski lifts
crisscrossing the landscape, but at Cabane de Mont Fort, which we reached after an hour, the views were
spectacular. At the cabane we were served a delicious meal of soup, chicken and rice by an eccentric manager who
looked like he didn’t want to be there. After dinner we chatted with the other occupants including a rather unlikely
looking Haute Router called Shirley.
In the morning, we set off immediately after breakfast for there were three passes to be tackled. Col Termin was
blocked by rock falls and INTERDIT, so we headed for Col de la Chaux (2940m) which involved a scramble up steep,
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The Walkers’ Haute Route cont.
loose scree to avoid a small glacier. It was not a difficult climb although a little icy and slippery. At this point Shirley
was following us although she was already a fair way behind. We descended from the col and traversed around to
climb Col de Louvie (2921m) with glorious views to be had of the Grand Combin. Lunch on the col was eaten
amongst patches of electric blue gentians. Shirley was not in sight so we hoped she had returned to Cabane de Mont
Fort.
The scene after Col de Louvie was a moraine moonscape aptly named the Grand Desert with its glacier hovering
ominously above us. We had to cross the outflow stream well below the snout of the glacier, then traverse a
wasteland of jumbled rocks to reach Col de Prafleuri
(2950m). By now we were a little tired and mist was
descending. We could just glimpse Cabane de Prafleuri
well below and behind there was still no sign of Shirley.
Passing a herd of grazing ibex, we arrived at the cabane
about an hour later.
Judy immediately voiced our
concerns to the warden but as Shirley had not booked in,
he said there was nothing he could do. However, over
dinner, we did tell two young doctors who were heading in
the opposite direction.
The next day was misty so we decided to stay at the
cabane the whole day. All was quiet until midmorning
when Craig was quizzed by a young Swiss man about
Shirley’s experience and age. We spent another hour or
so wondering what was going on, when Shirley arrived
looking tired and bedraggled, accompanied the young
The Cabine de Mont Forte
Swiss man and his friend. Over a hot bowl of soup the
story unfolded. Shirley had indeed crossed the three
passes but somehow had got disoriented. Darkness, mist and rain descended so she had crawled under a rock.
Throughout the night she did exercises to keep warm. Finally in the morning the two doctors found her pack, then
Shirley herself, and gave her some food. They then called either the police or the hut wardens.
Meanwhile the two hut wardens who had also been searching for her returned carrying binoculars and looking stern.
When one of them announced she would be taken to hospital and would not be allowed to continue the walk lest she
sleep under a rock again, this feisty lady replied spiritedly, “I am not going to hospital and I will continue the walk!” We
don’t know what happened to Shirley but given her determination she probably continued her version of the Haute
Route.
Glorious weather the next day nudged us to start early and we reached Col des Roux at 2804m early and quickly.
From the col we enjoyed a relaxed stroll along the west side of Lac des Dix, occasionally stopping to watch marmots
playing in the sun. We chatted to a group of friendly Swiss and Spanish bankers who were being led by the brother of
one of them – a Chamonix mountain guide. We were to overtake each other all day. At the end of the lake we
crossed a suspension bridge over a narrow and wild gorge and commenced climbing, occasionally steeply, but always
spectacularly, towards Col de Riedmatten (2919m). The flower season was not over and there were patches of
edelweiss, scabiosa and gentians. Ahead of us was the triangular north face of Mt Blanc de Cheilon, glistening in a
perfect sky with the Cheilon glacier trailing along the valley.
At the narrow pass we had our first glimpse of the Matterhorn. Lunching below the pass were our banker friends. A
steep descent brought us near them but they sprang up and left as we approached. I felt a bit miffed because I had
wanted to talk to them. The long descent to the Arolla Valley was rewarded by glorious views of Pigne d’Arolla and Mt
Collon. Thunderous roars from the avalanches on the Glacier de Tsijiore Nouve resounded around the valley. Upon
arriving in Arolla, a small ski mountaineering centre, Judy tried unsuccessfully to book us some accommodation in La
Sage. We were rescued by the Chamonix guide – Jean Marc Della Volpe – who suggested we catch a bus with them
to the next town, Les Haudères, where his friend had a hotel – Des Alpes. Whilst waiting for the bus they told us why
they had jumped up and left when we approached. “We felt such terrible pressure all day because the old Australians
kept catching up!” We liked their sense of humor and were exceedingly grateful to them because Des Alpes was
comfortable and the soup was delicious. At the hotel, Judy realized that her camera was missing, probably dropped
while we descended to Arolla. Fortunately Dave had an address label on it.
Fare welling our new found friends at Les Haudères, we caught a bus to La Sage which unfortunately took only five
minutes. Unfortunate because today we had the prospect of Col du Tsate (2868m) which early Baedeker guides
spoke of as being “toilsome”. Steep it was but pleasant – late autumn flowers, a delightful tarn, cowsheds and even a
crucifix varied the scenery. Half way up Dave’s phone rang and we had hopes for news of the lost camera but no
such luck.
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The Walkers’ Haute Route cont.
The Col greeted us with other walkers as well as a huge dog which had followed them all the way from a farm below.
Here we could see Val de Moiry and as we descended towards the lake, Cabane de Moiry with its dramatic setting on
a large rocky outcrop, appeared above the huge Moiry glacier. The stay at the Cabane de Moiry was the most
extraordinary of all our nights. The place was buzzing with activity. Before dinner we watched a climbing group
including Ben from Newman in WA, abseiling above the icy jaws of the Moiry glacier, the extent of which was
overwhelming. But it was the scene at the hut that was most amazing because it was being extended. Teams of
workmen scurried everywhere. During daylight hours a helicopter appeared every three minutes from the valley
dangling its bucket of gravel which was rapidly emptied by the workmen. At night the hectic pace did not abate.
Buckets of cement flew past the dining room window, workmen shouted, lights blazed. The trip to the toilet was a
journey of discovery. Through all of this the warden was unfazed and gave us a delicious dinner. We settled down to
sleep safe in the knowledge that we weren’t out there slaving away and the night passed pleasantly. It all commenced
again in the morning. Cabane de Moiry perched in its spectacular position above the glacier, will be a sight to behold
when the building is finished.
Lac de Moiry, which we passed that morning, was a beautiful blue green colour – different from Lac des Dix – possibly
because of the siltation traps upstream. Whilst climbing above the lake to Col de Sorebois we were assaulted by a big
storm which dropped the temperature dramatically.
Overpants were needed! But by the col, the storm had passed as quickly as it had arrived and it was “hot” again.
Great views of the Weisshorn’s (4505m) three faces and ridges could be had from the pass and at Sorebois we
enjoyed tea in the restaurant before descending to Zinal and Auberge Alpina on the 3pm chairlift. Vieulle Chemin, the
lane along which we walked to Auberge Alpina displayed plaques illustrating an ancient tradition of cows in headlock.
Apparently the victorious cow got to lead the herd to the high pastures.
Auberge Alpina supplied us with excellent accommodation and a delicious Salade Montagnarde, a local specialty, the
main ingredients being lettuce, potato and bacon. Reluctantly we left this delightful village and traversed the hillsides
above numerous small farms and an avalanche tunnel. At a flat area below Forcletta (2874m), gathering dark clouds
forced us to accelerate on the last steep pinch to the pass, from which we had spectacular views of the Turtmann
glacier, Weisshorn, Bishorn and the snow crest leading to Tete de Milon. Scattered showers displayed a brilliant
rainbow as we descended to Gruben (also known as Meiden) in the Turtmanntal, the first German speaking village on
the walk. Here Judy switched easily from French to German
to book our matratzenlager (bunkroom) accommodation at
Waldesruh. Gruben is occupied only in summer and there
was an isolated feeling to the whole valley. There appeared
to be no shops but there was a large freezer in the garden
from which our meal emerged. It tasted good despite having
to eat it in the solid wall of cigarette smoke that enveloped
the dining room.
Heavy rain during the night persisted throughout the next
day so we decided to accompany two English walkers on
the bus to Oberems and then travel by cable-car to
Turtmann on the Rhone (cost 23.20 Euro for two). The
alternative was the Augstbord Pass (2894m) which wasn’t
advisable on such a wet day. It was a little disappointing to
miss this pass for it promised to be very scenic and I had
been looking forward to the side trip to the Schwarzhorn.
However, we were to realize later that the correct decision
Approaching the Cabine de Moiry, above the Moiry Glacier
had been made. At Turtmann we caught the 12:32 train to
Visp and then the 1:10 to St Niklaus, thus avoiding the pass. In St Niklaus we found wonderful accommodation at
Bergblick run by an elderly Swiss lady.
Rain and snow during the night again confirmed our decision of yesterday. We decided to take the cable car to
Jungen, a beautiful tiny village 900m above the Mattertal valley. Reluctant at first to take us, the operator changed his
mind when his camera revealed better conditions at Jungen. We arrived, but the ‘better’ conditions were only
temporary. It was a day to forget the grand vistas and to appreciate small details – the glistening forests, the ancient
rock walls and the flowers of many hues. Before descending we made ourselves comfortable in a small café where a
cat took a shine to Dave and would not leave his lap. Light rain was still falling as we followed the steep track past
many small family shrines down to St Niklaus.
Rain continued the next day and the Swiss lady at Bergblick looked tight lipped about the weather. A few minutes of
walking in the direction of the Europa Hut convinced us to turn around and head up the valley, disappointing though
this decision was. The rain became heavier and this, combined with the cold, forced us to give up and catch a train at
Randa to Zermatt. On the train the ticket inspector fumed at us about having the wrong ticket. We had bought single
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The Walkers’ Haute Route cont.
tickets from Randa to Zermatt and we could not see what was wrong with that. So this was our grand entrance to
Zermatt at the end of 12 days’ walking. No fanfare or trumpets! Just being frogmarched into the ticket office by a
huffy inspector. We paid the extra money in total ignorance of our sins. (Dave discovered later that there were two
fares, one for foreigners and one for locals). We had committed the crime of paying the local fare.
However none of this worried me very much as we had enjoyed the walk immensely and the next three days at
Zermatt were glorious. AND there was plenty of walking to be had, especially as we were feeling fit. So… after the
humbling finale to our walk we were mightily relieved to collect our luggage and walk to the YHA. Here there was a
pleasant atmosphere and the meals were generous. The afternoon was spent visiting the very interesting Matterhorn
Museum and the rather sobering churchyard cemetery where there were graves of many mountaineers. These
included climbers on the tragic first ascent of the Matterhorn and a group from Oxford University.
The promise of beautiful weather encouraged us to leave early the next day. After loading up with baguettes at Fuchs,
a luscious looking backeri, we climbed to Hohbalmen lookout. Castor & Pollux, Breithorn on the Italian border and
Kleine Matterhorn were gleaming in the blue sky, all overseen by the enormous bulk of the Matterhorn.

The Matterhorn from the Platthorn

Good weather prevailed, so the following day Craig, Dave & I climbed past hotels Edelweiss and Trift to a col below
the Platthorn (3345m). On the way several fat marmots bounded in front of us, their loping gait and luxuriant fur
making them easy to see. From the col the snow cover made the final scramble to the summit slippery so it was only
Craig who ascended. Dave and I were happy to take in the view and wait for him. Meanwhile Judy had enjoyed
herself sketching and having afternoon tea at Hotel Edelweiss perched about 500 m above Zermatt. A profusion of
flowering edelweiss decorated the terrace. The proprietor proudly showed her the logbook entries of Emile Zola, Albert
Schweitzer and Sir Edward Whymper who had all visited the hotel.
It was now Wednesday 17th, our last day in Zermatt. We caught the cable car to Trockener Steg. Building was
happening here in earnest. Dodging mud and bulldozers, we crossed the moraine to Hornliweg, a track leading to the
Hornli hut at the base of the Matterhorn. A few people were climbing the very well constructed track, initially
cantilevered from the cliff face which led towards the hut. However most walkers, including us, were thwarted by the
snow on the track which was rapidly turning to ice in the late afternoon shade.
On Thursday September 8th, our last day in Switzerland, we relaxed in the Glacier Express with its unfolding views of
yet more snow capped mountains and glistening rivers. We farewelled Judy and Dave at Chur where they departed
for Zurich and we to Vienna
PS Judy’s camera was found near Arolla by a Czech who posted it to her in Canberra. She in gratitude sent him an
Australian wilderness calendar.
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Walks & Other Activities Aug 1 – Aug 31, 2009
Leaders: - After an activity please email the completed Walks Attendance Form and Activity Report to
walksreporting@sbw.org.au with a copy to brading123@optusnet.com.au
Please keep the signature sheets as these are a legal document.
Thanking you in anticipation – Stephen
Date, Walk Location & Route
SAT 1 AUG – Day Walk – M223 Q
Bells Line of Road Area:
Bells Line of Road - Haystack Ridge - Mt Haystack - Mill Creek - Tomah Spur –Bells Line of Road
Highlights & Memorable Moments
A stunning Winter’s day saw us all meet at the gates to the Mt Tomah Botanic Gardens at 0730 for a brief
car shuffle. The car shuffle proved itself to be the trickiest part of the day when we lost 10% of our walkers.
Lesson for all… if you’re going for a quick pee – tell someone so they don’t drive off and leave you… And
then there were 9.
In the 12 months since last visited, the scrub has proved itself to have been the beneficiary of the increased
rainfall. The way to Mt Haystack itself was fairly easy going, with the expected wow moment of looking
down into Bowen Creek from a midpoint up Mt Haystack. Once at the top (after following a rough track), the
scrub closed in and we began to push through our old friends lawyer vine, draped cunningly through
Banksia. Eilidh, one of our fabulous new Prospectives mentioned that ‘it’s like walking like a boxer with
your arms up to protect your face/eyes all day.’ As the location is ripe with geographical features, it was an
ideal opportunity to talk navigation and take turns in pushing into the fray. Several navigational disasters
were avoided (by reading last year’s track notes) as subtle false spurs run off in naughty directions. Several
people took turns at being bulldozer for which I am grateful. It’s exhausting stuff pushing through on a
bearing.
Out onto the significant Haystack Spur, we were treated to the ancient and mysterious rock formations that
hint at boiling lava, stirred up by dinosaurs. Many more wow moments of looking down into both Bowen
Creek to the left and Mill Creek only metres to the right, made a great explanation for what a ridge is in
geographical terms.
Out onto the end, we headed down on a bearing for Mill Creek, careful to avoid the cliff lines and humming
as we went. What happy campers! Ever thankful for trees to grab a hold of on the way down, we hit the
creek about 50m upstream from the junction and (against my better judgment) started up towards Tomah
Spur. By starting at this point, our journey was made more difficult as we encountered a couple of cliff lines
to negotiate. Nevertheless, the handlines only appeared once and we all made the rocky platforms at the
top of Tomah Spur after an afternoon tea break on the way up. Arriving back at the cars, we bid farewell to
Tony and headed to the Apple Bar for a boisterous beer and pizza. Congratulations to Eilidh and Tim for
doing really well in their first encounter with serious scrub.
SAT 1 AUG – Day Walk – M331
Q
+/- 1200m
Classic SBW fitness trainer – Blackheath Area – Govetts Valley
Perrys Lookdown - Blue Gum Forest - Du Faur Buttress - Lockleys Pylon.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
A delayed 9.30am start was too late for Mark Patteson and Jenny Paton who were doing the long version of
this walk starting & finishing at Govetts Leap, so they went on ahead. Alan Wells was doing a circuit via
Perrys, Govetts Valley, and Govetts Leap. After David and Melinda arrived we did a respectable time of 45
minutes down to the valley. We had morning tea on the rocks on Du Faur Buttress. Mark and Jenny joined
us extending our stay on their return down the hill. Then it was up and on to Lockleys Pylon where another
group borrowed Andrew to take a number of photos. Lunch was in a sheltered spot with a view down the
Grose Valley and conversation centred on all those places we should visit. At the bottom we took a short
side trip down a back channel to the bank of the Grose River a few hundred metres downstream. There are
wet feet river walks just waiting to be investigated. Having seen the potential and dreamed what could be,
we spent an hour climbing Perrys reaching the cars at 4pm.
SUN 2 AUGUST– Day Walk – L332 Q 20km
+/- 1000m
Upper Blue Mountains:
Kings Tableland - Jamison Valley - Mt Solitary - Narrowneck
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
The group met at .7.00am at the bakery at Wentworth Falls only to discover it didn’t open until 7.30am.!
Very tempting to get the group doing push-ups / sit-ups etc to keep warm while we waited – perhaps that
should be part of future (Q) walks! Discussion at Kedumba River about whether to cross on the slippery log
or walk across and get wet feet? The party divided and once safely across Helen confessed that was her
first ‘log crossing’, she usually opted for wet feet! The weather for the entire day, and especially the climb
up to The Col, was perfect and we arrived in plenty of time to sit and admire the view. Lunch was at
Melville’s Lookout where our Birthday girl Melinda was treated to a cake and pointed out the area where
Jamie had been lost for 12 days. We enjoyed an incident free descent on the Korrowal knife-edge and
pondered at the Ruined Castle turn-off as to how young Jamie had got it so wrong! At the bottom of the
Golden Stairs we finally let the front runners stretch their legs with David well and truly leading the way. We
picked up an elderly hitch-hiker on the way up the stairs who, even though he was a local, hadn’t been there
for 9 years! He was Very grateful for a lift back to Katoomba (thank you Glenn)
SUN 2 AUGUST – Day Walk – S221
Mt Victoria & Hartley
An historic circuit route from Mt Victoria down to Hartley Vale and
back again, using two of the oldest convict built roads across the mountains
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Activity Participants
Caro Ryan
Tony Marshall
Eilidh MacMillan (P)
Tim Fielding (P)
5 from NPA

Stephen Brading
David Trinder
Melinda Turner
Richard Winthorpe
Sandra See (P)
Andrew Vilder

Helen MacDonald
David Trinder
Melinda Turner
Richard Lowson
Glenn Draper
Barbara Ertz
Dianne Hurst (P)
Karen Kool (P)
Marcia Kaye (P)

Leigh McClintock
Martin Morgan (P)
Alison Gordon (P)
Jenny Edwards (P)
Bob Galloway (P)
Gloria Roberts (P)
Glinda Major (P)
Meil Palmer
Janina Grzazek (P)
Jan Roberts
Lorraine Scicluna (P)

Walks & Other Activities Aug 1 – Aug 31, 2009 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route

Activity Participants

WEEKEND 1-2 AUGUST – Weekend Walk – L232 Q 20km +/- 700m
Budawangs Area
Yadboro River - Kalianna Ridge - Niebelung Pass - Monolith Valley - Green Room - Mount Cole – Mount
Owen - Kaliana Ridge.
TUE – FRI 4-7 AUGUST - Day Walks & other activities
Northern Beaches - Currawong Cottages at Pittwater
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
Currawong was very successful. Nineteen attended, some staying the whole week, others for a couple of
days. And two came over just for the day. There were fourteen members, four visitors and one prospective.
The weather was fine for the five days and we enjoyed the log fire in the lounge room each night.

Tony Holgate
& Others

SAT 8 AUG – Day walk – M222 Medium 14km Q
Southern Metropolitan Area – Heathcote National Park
Waterfall –Bullawawarring track - Kingfisher Pool – Dingo Tunnel South end –Woronora River – Kingdom
Come – Dingo Tunnel North End – Pipeline road – Heathcote Station
Highlights & Memorable Moments: - Stephens
Seven members and five prospectives enjoyed perfect weather in the wonder that is Heathcote National
Park. Mr Smith got it right in 1932 naming a campsite Kingdom Come. Good walking tracks and empty
roads, drinking quality water, first rate swimming holes all in the metropolitan area, it is amazing the place is
not overrun by people. Thank you Jim for taking us this terrific area
SAT 8 AUG – Day & Night walk – X453 Extreme 50km Q
Wild Dog Mountains Area
Carlon’s Farm – Medlow Gap – Mt Yellow Dog – Mt Strongleg – Mt Cloudmaker
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
1st of the 3Peak training walks. Temperatures at 3 -17 degrees were perfect for this 18 hr marathon effort.
Alarm at 3:15 and set off at 4:00, reaching Cloudmaker for lunch at 12:30. Back to Mt Yellow Dog for last
light and the cars for 2200 and a well earned bowl of soup and a sleep. Can’t understand why the leader
was not seen till 9am the next morning. Megalong Tearooms “Big Breakfast” was devoured by all on
Sunday. Congratulations to the crew that stayed on task literally all day, with not even a blister in sight.
Bring on the Grinder!!
PS: Note from Stephen:
I think it is time to add more numbers to the walks grading scale such as 4 for Ultra fit (K to K & 3 Peaks); 4
for hill climbs exceeding 500 metres; 5 for hill climbs exceeding 700 metres.

Jim Callaway
Glenn Draper
Yvonne Brading
Stephen Brading
Bob Galloway (P)
& Others

WEEKEND 8 – 9 AUGUST – Weekend Walk – M232 Q
Kangaroo Valley
Jack’s Corner- Griffins Farm - Yurrunga Creek at Manandoo Creek (camp). Upstream and ridge to saddle
then circuit to Surge Tank - McPhails fire trail to Jack’s Corner Road.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
After setting up car shuffle off at 0930 down the fire trail and short cut to Yurriunga Creek and on to Old
Griffins Farm A large grassy space adjoin the creek. Boiled the billy for a long morning tea. No Kangaroos
at home. Along logging track following the creek through tall trees then off track along the banks chopping
from side to side to get the best line. Very pleasant, little scrub and nice rapids. Camp site at 3pm and
relaxed before an extended happy hour.
A cold night.
Off at 0915, cross the creek with no wet feet and up to the exit point. Steep 350m climb off track good
experience for new members. Near top found old logging track and entered grassy clearing below Carrialoo
at 12.30pm for a pleasant lunch. Left along McPhails FT, narrow and grassed over in many places through
pleasant tall trees to a road that took us towards the surge tank and finally to a track ending at a lookout
with excellent views south to the Shoalhaven. Retraced steps to clearing and right along McPhails
alongside base of Carrialoo with descent to cars arriving at 5pm An excellent weekend in good company. A
great Q walk for the new members who all walked very well
SAT 15 AUGUST – Day Walk – M332 Medium-Hard Q
Wild Dog Mountains
Dunphy Car Park Carlons Farm - Breakfast Creek - Cattle Dog Ridge - Knights Deck - Cox River Ironmonger Spur - Ironpot Mtn - Dunphy Car Park Carlons Farm.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
A marvelous day where all the best laid plans worked out for a change. Perfect weather and good company
meant that this relaxed hard walk had participants asking is this really tough. Well, Ironmonger Ridge is not
getting any lower and Cattledog although easier than Black Horse is not much lower. But we had time to
enjoy some of the best views in the Wild Dogs with a 30 minute morning tea, 60 minute lunch, and 15
minute afternoon tea all with a different view and still get back to the cars at 5.15pm
SAT 15 AUGUST – Day Walk – L322 Q
Wentworth Fall to Katoomba:
Kings Tableland - Wentworth Falls - Undercliff Walk - Valley of The Waters - Lyrebird Lookout -Empress
Lookout - Grand Cliff Top Track - Prince Henry Cliff Walk - Leura Cascades - Echo Point -Katoomba
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
We set off at 8.30am with perfect weather which only enhanced the fantastic views of the major icons of the
Blue Mountains – at one point we could see as far as Mittagong! Caro had signed up for this walk so Helen
asked her if she would assist in making this a “navigational theory” walk as there were 7 prospective
members in the group. Every member was given a copy of the map at the start of the walk and asked at
intervals where we were and which direction we were walking in! The walk took the group past an amazing
amount of lookouts where maps were used to demonstrate how landmarks such as Mt Solitary looked as
contours on a map. The group took great interest in the navigational theory and many questions were
asked. As the pace of the group was fairly quick it was decided to make an additional side trip to Inspiration
Point where we could look over to where we had come from. Just before our turn off to Inspiration Point we
were greeted by a baby tiger snake on the path – a warning that spring has come early! The group stayed
calm and moved safely past. With such vast ridges, valleys and cliffs easily identifiable it really proved an
interesting way to bring the map into 3D. reality. A fantastic day and a lot was learnt – even by the leader!
Thank you Caro.
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Bill Holland
& 19 Others

Karl Miller
Helen MacDonald
Mariana Carrasco
Melinda Turner
David Trinder

Ron Watters
Linda Tarran
Ondrej Ivanic (P)
Jenny Edwards (P)
Mark Dabbs
Helen Lalas (P)
Shahram Landarani

Stephen Brading
David Trinder
Melinda Turner
Skye O Donnell
Craig Austin
Christine Austin
Philip Worledge
Andrew Vilder
Mary Liu
Helen MacDonald
Caro Ryan
Sue Yap (P)
Barbara Ertz
Karen Kool (P)
Marcia Kaye (P)
Tim Fielding (P)
Sandra See (P)
Karl Buchmann (P)
Jill Buchmann (P)

Walks & Other Activities Aug 1 – Aug 31, 2009 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
SUN 16 AUGUST – Day Walk – S222 Easy/Medium 10km
Sydney North
Park HQ - Deerubbin Lookout - Lloyd's Trig - Point Loop - Park HQ.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
This walk was all about great views. The weather was fine, and a little on the warm side if anything. For
much of the walk there were rafts wildflowers lighting up the bush, e.g. pink boronia and eriostemon, as well
as white and yellow flowers. Our group left Park HQ and did the short walk to Tippers Lookout for the
panoramic views to be had over the Hawkesbury River and Brooklyn. We then went out to the short ridge
south-east of Park HQ for more excellent views of the same area from a high, isolated rocky outcrop. From
there we headed to Deerubbun Lookout, which is right on the spectacular clifftops above Hawkesbury River.
After lunch there were more views to be had from Lloyds Trig, this time towards the mouth of Berowra
Creek. From there we took the winding tracks that led down to Peat’s Crater, which is an old abandoned
farm, nowadays frequented by kangaroos – although we did not see any this time. After looking at this area
we then went up the steep and rough foot track to the lookout at Point Loop, which is a great place for more
views to the mouth of Berowra Creek, including Bar Island. From there it was a level walk back to Park HQ,
after which we finished the day in fine style by visiting the Pie In The Sky on the old Pacific Highway north of
Cowan, where we enjoyed wonderful fresh fruit pies washed down by well-earned drinks of various kinds.
SUN 16 AUGUST – Day Walk – M131 Medium 19 km Q
Metropolitan Area – Northern
St Ives Chase - Bobbin Head - Apple Tree Bay - Mt Ku-ring-gai –Berowra.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
In mid August we completed the third and final stage of the over 50km Harbour to Hawkesbury walk. Over
three one day walks our core group of two (!) completed the full trek with many prospective and full
members joining us for different stages. In the final stage we were mostly enjoying beautiful weather often
on soft grassy trails. There were only two climbs but they did not go unnoticed! A lovely day was completed
with a bus trip back to our waiting vehicles, without alas, a cake shop to celebrate the finish.
SUN 16 AUGUST – Day Walk – M222 Medium 12 km
Glenbrook Area –
Glenbrook - Glenbrook Creek - Red Hands Cave - Kanuka Brook - Glenbrook Creek - Glenbrook.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
The party of 3 members and 3 prospectives set off from Glenbrook just after 8AM on a day when the
forecast was for temperatures to reach 29 deg. After some fossicking around we found the correct track
to take us down to Glenbrook Creek. Morning tea was had up from Campfire Creek and lunch on Kanuka
Brook. Towards the end of lunch in Kanuka Brook it was quite cool and difficult to believe the temperature
was anything like the forecast. The party travelled quite quickly and we were all back at Glenbrook by
3PM.
WEEKEND 15-16 AUGUST – Weekend walk – M233E
Bell Area
Waratah Ridge - Bjelke’s Mind Exit Route - Bungleboori Creek Junction - Steam Hill East - Return.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
Beautiful weather the whole weekend. The route east off the penultimate hill of Waratah Ridge required a
handline. ONCE we were across we could see easier options…..next time.
The route down to the Bungleboori Creek was slow going and required wet feet – brrr!!! Fortunately we
found a good campsite on a saddle between the two Bungleboori and had a very pleasant evening there,
sharing happy hour, wine and port.
In the morning we found a good pass up onto the hill east of Steam Hill, then onto Steam Hill itself. Great
views from various rocky vantage points then down to the Bungleboori again and back up onto Waratah
Ridge for the walk home. This day was longer, starting at 8am and finishing after 5pm. A few of us finished
off with pizza at the Apple Bar in Bilpin.
TUE 18 AUGUST – Day Walk – Easy medium
Somewhere down South!
SAT 22 AUGUST – Day Walk – X331 (Hard)
45km
Six foot track in a day
Katoomba – Megalong Valley – Black Range - Jenolan
Explorers tree- Megalong Rd – Cox River – Mini Mini Saddle – Little River – Black Range – Jenolan Caves.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
The 22nd running of this trip was very successful this year. We had 14 walkers including 6 Prospective
Members. All performed well on this 45 km walk with 1000 metres of climbing although some of the new
walkers were surprised at what fitness for long walks really means. Skye O'Donnell supported us and met
us at 3 places on the track with extra drinks and food. The weather was perfect and everybody arrived at
Caves House between 5 and 6 PM. At Caves House all enjoyed the traditional wine and cheese on arrival,
the 3 course dinner in the Grand Dining Room, a good sleep, breakfast in the Grand Dining Room and all
returned to Katoomba on a hired bus on Sunday.
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Activity Participants
Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Julian Martin
Gerry Leitner
Peter Kaye
Jill Kape
Garry Morphett
Jan Dormor
Janina Gzazek (P)

Lucy Moore
Pam Cowie (P)
Martin Morgan (P)
Christine McColl
David Bell

Bill Hope
Stanley Wong
Penelope Irvine (P)
Jeff Colman
Gemma Cowan (P)
David Laver (P)

Ian Thorpe
Mark Dabbs
Frank Hartigan
Tony Marshall
Sue Bucknell
Stephen Dolphin
Fran Zoechman
Marian Owen
Lisa McCarthy

Bill Holland
& Others
David Trinder leader
Melinda Turner
Philip Worledge
Rod Wales
Emmanuelle Convert
Vivien de Courcelles
Daniel Laver
Helen MacDonald
Barbara Ertz
Renee Neely
Karen Kool
Andrew Vilder
Marcia Kaye
Sandra See
Skye O Donnell (Support)

Walks & Other Activities Aug 1 – Aug 31, 2009 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
SAT 22 AUGUST – Day Walk – M222 (Medium) Q 15km +/- 300m
Robertson Area
Carrington Falls - Stevo’s Track & Pass - Kangaroo River - Dharowal Creek Cascades – Missingham Steps
- Carrington Falls
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
13 participants, and sadly had to turn some away. We had a good walk, sunny skies and pleasant
temperature. It is always a bit of a challenge navigating through the dense rainforest from the bottom of
Stevo’s track down to the river. It had rained overnight, so it was a bit slippery in the creeks out of the sun,
not as dry as it could be, but still better than on some previous trips. Seven of us scrambled up the lower
cascades of Dharowal Creek, and then to the upper cascade, just below the huge boulder field. The rain
forest and towering cliffs above looked magnificent in the sunshine. After a leisurely lunch we started
walking out. Met a group of about 20 Scots College students and teachers doing the reverse trip – some of
them swam in the freezing Kangaroo River! There were a few leeches about, but by no means an
infestation. It was a good group, with several prospectives, and a really nice day out. Started 8.30 am and
finished 3.30 pm.
SAT 22 AUGUST –Abseiling Instruction at Coolana
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
Fine weather – Began activity at 10.50am. Safety briefing given. Revised existing abseiling skills in small
gully. Abseiling technique technique demonstrated with figure 8 descending device. Bottom belay utilized
and explained. Anchors had been set up for this beginner area prior to arrival of participants, then moved 20
metres east to higher cliff face. Bottom belay used also for second abseil. One person withdrew at this point
owing to discomfort in hips. “Locking off” activity on second abseil. At lunch, in the Coolana shed, knots
were discussed learned and practiced. Double fisherman’s bend, clove hitches and improved waist harness
and chest harness demonstrated. After lunch, a higher abseil, approximately 8 metres, was set up on the
first rock platform near the hairpin in the track leading from the carpark. This was situated about 20 metres
further east from the morning site. Leader top-belayed only at this point. Overhang abseil technique revised
and practices. Prussiking activity followed. NB 5mm prussiks are too thin to work with! Ascending safely
via prussiks then descending via abseil taught. Day finished at 5.30pm. Excellent camaraderie and
teamwork.
SUN 23 AUGUST – Day Walk – M231 Q +/- 650m
Wild Dog Mountains
Carlons Farm - Carlons Creek - Blackhorse Ridge - Mobbs Soak - Splendour Rock - Mt Dingo - Dingo Gap Mt Merrimerrigal - Warrigal Gap - Mt Warrigal - Medlow Gap - Black Dog Track - Carlons Farm.
SUN 23 AUGUST – Day Walk – M111 (Easy) 12km
Southern Suburbs – Royal National Park
Wattamolla - Deer Pool - Marley Beach - Little Marley - Wattamolla.
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
The weather was fine and a little on the warm side for August. We took the coast track northwards from
Wattamolla, and enjoyed an early morning break above a lovely rocky waterfall. We continued northwards
until we got to a fire trail, which we took to the northwest, then later zigzagged eastwards on another trail,
and finally took the foot track that meandered its way down to the Deer Pool. There were many attractive
yellow and white wildflowers along the way, but fewer of the pink variety! The Deer Pool was a great spot
for lunch, which we took on the sandy area just down from the small waterfall. After lunch we headed
eastwards on an old foot track, following the right bank of the small creek. This track has become very
indistinct in recent years due to lack of sufficient use, and eventually we were really doing off-track walking
– although it was not too hard because of reasonably even ground and because the bush was mostly not
very thick. Nevertheless, progress was fairly slow as we gradually made our way through the bush, but we
finally made it up onto the top of the sandhills behind the central section of Marley Beach. It was great to
see the ocean looking so blue and refreshing! We took the track southwards around the headland to Little
Marley, where we had a well-earned break a little way up the hill from the southern end of the beach, at a
spot where we were afforded spectacular coastal views. After our break we continued southwards on the
track, eventually arriving back at Wattamolla a little after 4pm. We finished off with ice-creams on the
beautiful lawns of the picnic area that slopes down towards the inlet from the sea. Overall it was a great
day, even if the foot track from the Deer Pool to Marley Beach was unexpectedly overgrown, making
progress rather slower than expected!
SAT 29 AUGUST – Day Walk – M333 Exploratory
Glenbrook – Blue Mountains National Park
Erskine L/O - Jack Evans Track - Erskine Creek (wet feet possible) - Little Crater Ridge -Big Crater Ridge Big Crater Creek - Jack Evans Track.
SAT 29 AUGUST – Day Walk – M222 Navigational Tutorial
NPWS Centre-Glenbrook Creek-Off Track Ridge-Kanuka Brook Track-Kanuka Brook-Off Track RidgeKanuka Brook Track-Camp Fire Creek Track-NPWS Centre
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
The party of 8 met at 8AM for the tutorial/walk. After 45 minutes of theory discussion we set off down to
Glenbrook Creek with some light rain showers making their presence felt. Morning tea was held part way
through the first off track ridge, the Kanuka Brook Track was successfully reached and then lunch on
Kanuka Brook. Following lunch it was further down Kanuka Brook to pick the correct ridge up, climb up the
ridge and then back to the starting point via Camp Fire Creek at 5PM. Everyone took turns in interpreting
the geography, establishing a compass setting and leading in scrubby off track conditions. All Prospective
members passed the Navigation requirements for membership.
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Activity Participants
Richard Darke
Susie Ellicott-Darke
Ian Thorpe
Bob Galloway (P)
Yvonne Brading
Stephen Brading
Vicki Prasdee (P)
Cristina Gines (P)
Laurie Field
Brian Surin (P)
Steve Freeman (P)
Col Atkinson
Kathy Kennedy (V)
Claudia Douglas
Lisa McCarthy
Fran Zoechmann
Patrick James
Jodie Dixon

Jodie Dixon
& Others
Nigel Weaver
Margaret Weaver
Christine Edwards
Karl Buchmann (P)
Jill Buchmann (P)
Arthur Panopoulos(P)
Shelia Zaman
Joe Strater
Denise Shaw
Gerry Leitner
Richard Denham
Anita McMahon (P)
Nigel Wingate

Caro Ryan
& Others

Bill Hope
Karen Kool (P)
Penelope Irvine (P)
Kim Bailey
Virginia Riley
Vicki Presdee (P)
Anna Wells (P)
John Kennett (P)

Walks & Other Activities Aug 1 – Aug 31, 2009 cont.
Date, Walk Location & Route
SUN 30 AUGUST – Day Walk – M232 Q
Wild Dog Mountains
Dunphy Carpark - Carlons Creek - Black Horse Ridge - Mobbs Swamp –and return via Medlow Gap
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
We had 8 in the party including 2 Prospective Members. The intention was to walk to Mobbs Soak and to
see whether the party was strong enough to visit Splendour Rock and possibly walk back along Mt Dingo,
Mt Merrimerrigal, Mt Warrigal and Mt Mouin and the fire trail back to Dunphys carpark. Well, the party was
able to do the whole walk and they all enjoyed the range of mountains instead of coming back via Mobbs.
SUN 30 AUGUST – Day Walk – Easy-Medium 14km
Perth Hills
Piesse Brook –Kalamunda National Park (wildflower season)
WEEKEND 29-30 AUGUST – Weekend Walk – M222 Q
Hilltop Area – Nattai National Park
Day 1: Hilltop to Emmetts Flat via Nattai fire trail and Troys creek trail with a side exploratory trip then camp
at Emmetts Flat.
Day 2: Emmetts Flat to Aherns Lookout via Starlights track then to cars
Highlights & Memorable Moments:
Stephens - Walked along the Nattai W11E Management Track which is more like a big foot track than a fire
trail. We investigated an old fire trail on the ridge before the Troys Creek Track but it goes to nowhere
special. The Troy Creek track is a road bulldozed to Emmets Flat by the man who used to live there. It
comes out just behind the old camp kitchen next to Troy creek. We were lucky someone had cleared and
trampled down the significant plant growth in a section of this track. After looking at the camo kitchen we
camped in one of the cleared areas on the eastern side of Troy Creek and visited McArthurs flat where we
saw a blacksnake which retreated into an old wombat hole. There are excellent views of the surrounding
cliffs from McArthurs flat. On Sunday we left camp and walked to the end of Starlights foot track which was
an easier climb than I expected. We did a 3km out and back (6km total) side trip to the Aherns Lookout for
lunch. It took less than an hour each way thanks to the Murdoch horse track. We got back to the car park
and left for home at 3pm.

Activity Participants
David Trinder
Melinda Turner
Virginia Riley
Kim Bailey
Stanley Wong
Garry Morphett
Arthur Panopoulos(P)
Gavin Marshall (P)
Eddy Giacomel
& Others
Glenn Draper
Yvonne Brading
Stephen Brading
Chris Birch
Janina Grazazek (P)

Leaders please send your walks reports through walksreporting@sbw.org.au.
This helps the Walks Secretary and New Members Secretary in noting progress of our new members, the
Leaders' Development Group and the reporting of walks by Stephen Brading to the Editor of the magazine.
Contact President Ron if you need the Attendance form in word.

Neil Hickson’s Bluebreaks walk now on 25-29 September.
This trip is definitely going but there is still space for more. Driving to Yerranderie on 24 September.
th

th

Date: Friday 25 to Tuesday 29 , September. Drive to Yerranderie on 24th
Grade: Extended 333 E
Route: Yerranderie, Axehead Mountain, Green Wattle Creek & Mtn., Shoebridge Mtn, Coola Mtn, Green Wattle Mtn,
Broken Rock Range, Yerranderie
Description: Scenic highlights of the Blue Breaks with a high camp cave on Black Coola for a complete exploration of
the range. May complete in 4 days depending on the weather.

Contact: Neil Hickson 9144 2469, neilhickson@y7mail.com
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Coolana Report
The last report printed in the magazine December 2008 mentioned a weed which has since been identified as swamp
dock. Swamp dock is slowly making an impact on the camping flat and steps have been taken to eliminate it. The first
step was to raise the level of the mower with the grass catcher, then Bill and Rick used this along with others to mow
and collect the seed heads of the swamp dock during December. The grass was not damaged by the raised mower
and other weeds notably cobblers pegs are held under control by the vigorous thick and healthy grass growth. The
wombats and kangaroos like this too. Swamp dock grows from a tuber which lies dormant until spring then spreads
out a rosette of leaves to stifle the competition before “bolting” up with a stem on which the seeds are produced.
Spraying of the plant when it “bolts” is the accepted control method, the timing is critical. Digging out thousands of
tubers is not an option. The best information on Swamp dock Rumex brownie was at www.dpiw.tas.gov.au. The best
photos were atwww.davesgarden.com the caption is for slender dock (Rumex brownie).
A group of the usual suspects attended at Coolana 12th to 15thFebruary and made some preparations for the reunion.
This included fitting new filters in the pipe line tending many trees and removing guards and star posts. Tending trees
and killing weeds as well.
th

st

nd

rd

More of the usual suspects attended Coolana 30 April 1 2 3 May; they did a lot: including cut, stacked and burnt
log heaps on the eastern flat. There were twelve people on the Saturday and Sunday, half of them visitors. A new
chain saw donated by a member meant that we had two saws and two operators and we were flat out keeping up with
the stackers. Tending trees and killing weeds as well.
th

On Wednesday 26 August Phil Butt and Don arrived at Coolana about 9am. The Shelter shed was cleaned with the
blower as well as the leaves from behind the shed. Phil started chain sawing on the Eastern Flat clearing access
ways and weed havens. Five days later he was still chain sawing. On Sunday a stock take revealed that 19 litres of
mixed fuel and 5.5 litres of chain saw bar oil was used over the five days that is lot of sawing, thank you Phil and Barry
who assisted Phil from Thursday on. Don chain sawed some access to tobacco trees for poisoning along the river
near and under the transmission line. The Shoalhaven Council weed team arrived on Thursday morning and were
going at a furious rate into tobacco trees until one of the team became ill which forced a stop at lunch time but they will
be back.
On Thursday Barry Wallace arrived closely followed by Ros, Gretel and Paul. Spiro and Roy arrived on Friday
afternoon. Spiro brought spinach pie, yum.
Ros and Gretel started poisoning weeds and tending trees on Thursday and continued into Sunday. Some of the new
expensive poison was used on the Swamp Dock infestation in the camping flat grass. The ladies continued the round
eternal of tending trees and poisoning weeds the most laborious weed would have to be the moth vine. The moth vine
main stem first has to be found then cut with the knife and pasted within seconds however there are as many as
twenty stems per square meter and they are often under the most unsavoury plants such as stinging nettles or scotch
thistles or mixed up in scratchy sticks. Gretel and Ros can often be seen or rather just seen in the middle of these
weed heaps with knife in one hand and spray bottle in the other. They are winning with the moth vine and weeds in
general. Due to the help on Thursday, the tobacco plants things are looking pretty good on the weed front. That does
not mean they can stop just that until the next weed growth they are in front and will then need some help?
Paul stacked wood heaps, Spiro stacked wood heaps, Ros and Gretel stacked wood heaps, Don stacked wood
heaps, Barry and Phil stacked wood heaps. Some thirty piles of sawn wattle logs are now stacked up on the Eastern
Flat due to the weather situation burning these piles was out of the question and will have to wait.
The dead and dying black wattles on the Eastern Flat are a problem, because when the log falls it presents a barrier
to people trying to move around the flat. The branches of the head cover many square meters and represent a no go
area for people but not weeds. When several trees fall across one another the situation is impossible and a large
weed haven area is produced, where mowers cannot get into, the brush cutter cannot be used and the ladies with the
poison spray cannot reach. Several years ago we came up with a plan, Enviroquest, using the existing access ways,
high pressure hose and a vehicle mounted spray rig was able to spray out some 10 to 15 meters from the access
ways after two passes the second in early 2008 we could now see all of the logs which had previously been hidden
behind a curtain of weeds. The next problem was to get rid of the logs. The long list of chainsaw consumables used
such as cutter chains, guide bars, spur gears, bar oil, fuel and a second chain saw, is an indicator of the amount of
work required. Over the last two years over many weekdays and weekends with the help of a lot of people, mostly
members but including a large number of visitors, the job has been going on and the end is now in sight. The job of
clearing the logs, a job which I thought at times was just too big a job, is now nearing completion. The next job is to
plant out the Eastern Flat with native trees about five hundred should do it over three years.
Don Finch
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The Midweek Walkers
It is pleasing to see that our recent activities have been very successful. Hopefully
those scheduled for the remainder of the year will be equally successful. If you
would like to attend any of our events but lack the time for the whole week you are
welcome to come even if for only one or more days. Visitors are also very
welcome.
In August we went to Currawong Beach on the Pittwater. A total of seventeen
attended with an average overnight stay of about ten people. Some came early in
the week for two or three days and some come later. The weather was fine and
our walks well received. Long evenings were very pleasant in front of a roaring log
fire. The large cottage sleeps ten people and we had a cabin as well.
The “Currawong Holiday Cottages “, remain the property of the NSW Labour
Council and we were told there are vacancies for midweek stays at all times of the
year other than school and public holidays. Perhaps we will book another week
there in late summer or autumn so we can swim as well.
In the first week of September we were in the Glass House Mountains. Nine of
us stayed in holiday cabins in the area and walked each day. Participants were:
Judy and Colin Barnes, Fran and Bill Holland, Peter and Gillian Kaye, Margaret
Conley, Jeanne Klovdahl and Noeline. It was great to meet friends from long ago
now living in Queensland; Ian Debert, Joy Hynes, Gordon Lee, Serala and
Rosemary Kenny. They joined us for the walks and on a couple of evenings.
Here again the weather was near perfect (the Queensland contingent assure us
this was always the case) and very suitable for walking in the spectacular area.
We walked through some rain forests, climbed a mountain and enjoyed the
extensive views. On Tuesday evening, we gathered at Ian and Joy’s house for a
barbecue and on Thursday night we hosted a party to celebrate Colin’s birthday.
Gordon entertained us reciting some bush poetry (Piddling Pete, Mulga Bill’s
Bicycle etc) with a round of singing as well.
Both October and November have activities scheduled and of course there some
day walks as well – see below. December has nothing booked, as it is usually a
very busy month in the lead-up to Christmas.
October:

th

rd

Deep Pass (Monday 19 – Friday 23 October)

Camping at Deep Pass offers many opportunities for easy to medium style walking. We will be tent camping with a big
tarpaulin to guard against a change in the weather.
The camping ground at Deep Pass has all facilities and is reasonably close to the cars making it easy to bring along the
comforts of home.
This area is well known in bush walking and I am sure there will be many suggestions to make it a memorable week.
Please let me know if you would like to attend
November: Dunns Swamp (Monday 23rd – Friday 27th November)
We have been here twice already but this particular area is so popular. The crowds at the weekend vanish during
midweek and we have most of the campground to ourselves.
The weather will be warmer making paddling and swimming a real pleasure. The area is well suited to canoeing and
walking.
There is no limit on numbers; family and visitors are welcome.
Looking ahead to next year, a beach seems appropriate once the school holidays are over. Jean Klovdahl has
suggested cabins adjacent to the Budawangs; perhaps a return to Currawong and a visit to New England National Park
in late autumn or early winter.
A bit further afield; Philip Island in southern Victoria sounds attractive but we need to book ahead and once more there
seems to be an interest in Lord Howe Island. Regarding the latter, I will make enquiries and from memory, March is
about the latest in the first half of the year when the water retains its warmth. The best approach is for me to suggest a
resort and an agent and participants can book individually under our group booking
The Mid-Week Walkers are an informal group of SBW members who have time to spare for mid-week activities, some of
which are shown on the Walks Programme and some organised at short notice and advised by monthly newsletter. These
can include easy to medium walks, perhaps some cycling or even a little bird watching as well.
If you would like to receive our monthly newsletter or join us on an activity please phone me on 42963084 or email
billholland@bigpond.com.
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Oxfam Trailwalker Sydney 2009
By Karl Miller
Congratulations to Clare Holland (Green Goddesses team) on winning the female team category in 16h 57m (and 8th
complete team overall) and to Helen MacDonald and Mary Hosford (Tight Tushies team) home in the magic sub 24 hr
bracket with a 23h 31m. Well done!
Also to members Sue Bucknell, Caro Ryan, Mark Dabbs, Rob Barrie, David MacIntosh, Skye O'Donnell and Ian
Thorpe who were involved as support crew with BWRS, providing teams of people to help with track support, first aid
and retrieval of injured walkers.
Interesting to note that six of those mentioned above backed up with K2K the following w/e. Here is a full race
report for Clare and her Green Goddesses. Trailwalker and the training that precedes it is a fantastic way to build
your fitness and endurance. Start thinking about a team for next year now.

Clare Holland on the right and fellow Green Goddesses

Upload Your Bushwalking Photos Directly Onto Our Website
Hi Fellow Photo Snappers.
If you have trip photos that you want to share, then please do.
We have a much faster method of getting your photo's on the website now.
Just use Picasa web album, or a similar web album service, to upload the trip photos yourself and then simply send us
the HTML hyperlink. Many of you will be using Picasa or something similar already to share your photos with family
and friends.
A Beginners Guide to Picasa Web Albums will take you through the steps if it is all new to you.
Please send to Caro Ryan at: justshootme@ozemail.com.au.
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Training Events
Abseiling Instruction
10-11
11 October 2009 at ‘Coolana’, Kangaroo Valley
The instruction site is in the escarpment area very close to the Coolana car park.
Saturday will be The Basics. This is for absolute beginners and others who want to brush up on existing skills. There
will be instruction in the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety;
Equipment – ropes, helmet, harness, carabiners, figure
figure-8 descending device;
Understanding choices of Anchor Points, Knots;
Abseil Instruction;
Belaying;
Prussiking;

The day will begin with a tiny, one metre drop abseil on gently sloping rocks and end with slowly descending an
overhang
ng of 11 metres. Many canyoning situations involve the need to abseil an overhang and it is actually easier
than some 'walk-downs'.
Sunday, the crucial component of self-rescue
rescue using prussik knots will be learnt. Improvised Rope Rescue applications
will be discussed, demonstrated and practiced
practiced. There will be plenty of time on Sunday to practice the techniques and
skills learnt over the weekend.
Booking (by email) is essential if you would like to attend as group size is limited. Closer to the time I will send
participants a more detailed list of requirements and direction to Coolana.
Claudia Douglas
Qualified Abseil Instructor and Leader through the Australian School of Mountaineering, Katoomba.
claudiadouglas@westnet.com.au

Navigation and First Aid Training Weekend
Saturday and Sunday, 10/11 October 2009.
This training weekend is designed to assist Prospective Members fulfill and/or complete
their first aid and navigation requirements for Club membership.
It will be held at SBW’s property Coolana in Kangaroo Valley south of Sydney during the
October school holidays.
All Prospective Members are invited to attend and are invited to bring their school aged
children plus spouse (facilities at Coolana make the property suitable for non-bushwalkers).
bushwalkers).
The training program extends from 9 AM Saturday to about 3 PM Sunday in a relaxed, friendly, rural setting.
Email leaders to book and for details.
Leaders: Bill Holland 4296 3084 (m) 0418 210 290, billholland@bigpond.com and
Patrick James, 9567 9998, pjames28@bigpond.net.au
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Social Program
9 Sept/8pm
SBW Half-Yearly Special General Meeting
All members and prospectives are warmly invited and encouraged to come. Refreshments available.

16 Sept/8pm
Karl Miller - The Australian Alps Walking Track
Come and experience what SBW 'tiger walker' Karl went through on this month long walk earlier this year.

Karl on top of Bogong

21 Oct/8pm
‘MACPAC’ Gear Night
The N.Z Company, Macpac, has opened their own store here in Sydney and will come to our clubroom to familiarize
members with their wonderful array of products. Their raingear uses a product called Event and is said to be much
better than Gore-Tex. Also a new summer lightweight range, plus much more. Discount vouchers available on the
evening.
18 Nov/8pm
Hiking in the "fall" in the Rocky Mountains N.P. (USA) -2008
Club member, Ian Wolfe will awaken SBW members to the extreme beauty of the Rockies in Colorado. The foliage
and terrain are amazing. A 'must see' evening.
Kathy Gero

Music in the Bush

Wanted classically trained musicians and singers.
In March 2010 SBW is staging a classical music concert, Music in the Bush (somewhat akin to the popular Opera in
the Outback but without the fat lady singing). All SBW classically trained musicians and singers are invited to contact
the Artistic Advisor as soon as possible to discuss the Concert and their potential involvement. The invitation is also
open to close associates of SBW members and prospective members. Music in the Bush will be suitable for
orchestral instruments and voice. The music envisaged at this stage will be the more popular classics suitable for an
audience of diverse musical appreciation.
Please contact our Artistic Advisor, Claudia Douglas at claudiadouglas@westnet.com.au
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